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Welcome
The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution, in collaboration with the Moritz College of Law's Program on Dispute Resolution,
is pleased to bring you Volume 12, Issue 1, of the Mayhew-Hite Report on Dispute Resolution and the Courts.

It’s Been a Privilege: Protecting the Attorney-Client
Relationship in International Arbitration

Syane A. Roy* 

I. Introduction

 A dispute arises between an American and a German. They agree to resolve their
problem over a “football” game officiated by a neutral referee. Both disputants
arrive at a field with ten friends in tow and the goal of scoring the most points.
However, their commonalities end when they realize they are playing different

games
[1]

: Why do the Americans keep using their hands? Why are the Germans
disregarding the line of scrimmage? Tackling? Red card! What exactly is a red
card? Faced with these challenges, how should the officiator proceed?

The task of the arbitrator can be much the same as our hapless referee. When
international arbitration involves parties from differing legal traditions, they may
bring with them expectations for the resolution of their conflict based on legal
norms from their home nations. While experience with these differences has led to
convergence in some arbitral practices,[Read More]
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CASE SUMMARY

Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Crockett, 734 F.3d 594 (6th Cir. 2013)

Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Crockett, 734 F.3d 594 (6th Cir. 2013)

Overview:

A provider of online legal research brought action for declaratory and injunctive
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relief after an attorney filed a demand for class arbitration of claims against the
provider for fraud, negligent representation, breach of contract, negligence, gross
negligence, unjust enrichment, and violation of New York Consumer Protection
Act.  The district court granted summary judgment on the declaratory judgment
and dismissed the claim for injunctive relief without prejudice.

Holding:

The Sixth Circuit held that (1) the question whether an arbitration agreement
permits classwide arbitration is a “gateway” matter, (2) arbitration clause of a
subscription plan did not authorize arbitrator to decide classwide arbitrability, and
(3) arbitration clause did not authorize classwide arbitration.  Henceforth, parties
must “clearly and unmistakably” provide for classwide arbitration.

Analysis:

In an effort to seemingly keep arbitration somewhat within the confines of the
courts, the Sixth Circuit decided that the “gateway” question whether ... 
[Read More]

HEADLINE NEWS

Public Invited to the Annual Journal on Dispute Resolution Symposium 

The Moritz College of Law at The Ohio State University will be holding a Dispute
Resolution in Special Education Symposium on Thursday, February 27, 2014 and
Friday, February 28, 2014 with many of the papers to be published in the Ohio
State Journal on Dispute Resolution, the leading dispute resolution journal in the
United States. Professors and practitioners from around the country will participate
in this two-day event. Co-sponsors for this event include the Center for
Interdisciplinary Law and Policy Studies, the Journal on Dispute Resolution, and the
ADA Coordinator’s Office at The Ohio State University.

[Read More]

Lawrence Lecture Highlights Disturbing Trend in Law Student Ethics

As a professor focused on negotiation and ethics, Art Hinshaw collected years of
data on law student ethics and advocacy—the results of which he presented in the
2013 Lawrence Negotiation Lecture on September 19, 2013. Professor Hinshaw, a
clinical professor at the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State
University and Director of its Lodestar Dispute Resolution Program, presented data
throughout his lecture entitled “Learning and Understanding Negotiation Ethics”
that seem to indicate that law students become less ethical as they progress from
first to third year of law school.

[Read More]

Professor Stulberg Invested as Michael E. Moritz Professor in ADR

In a ceremony marked by laughter and song, Professor Joseph (“Josh”)
Stulberg was awarded the Michael E. Moritz Chair in Alternative Dispute
Resolution at the Barrister Club on October 3, 2013. Many of his current and
former students, as well as his family and colleagues, were on hand to witness the
occasion.

[Read More]

With the high cost, both financial and
emotional, associated with trial,
mediation has become an increasingly
attractive method of dispute resolution.
While trial takes months or years to
adjudicate an issue, mediation can
allow for an immediate resolution.[1] 
Trial adjudication involves parties
risking an unfavorable j ... 
[Read More]
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Ohio Mediation Association Hosts Quarterly Meeting at Moritz

The Ohio Mediation Association (OMA) held its fall meeting at the Moritz College of
Law on October 4, 2013. Members of the group, along with students from the
Program on Dispute Resolution, were treated to lunch and a lecture by Drs. John L.
Tilley and Bob Stinson, who spoke about the role of social psychology and
behavioral science in alternative dispute resolution.

[Read More]

Negotiation Competition Winners Make Finals in ABA Regionals

As the clock ran down on the last night of the Lawrence Negotiation Competition,
the finalists pulled out all the stops to impress the panel of judges, displaying true
negotiation skills.  It was the culmination of several days of the team negotiation
competition at the Moritz College of Law, and in the end, 3Ls James Saywell and
Mark Tupa, and 2Ls Charles (“CJ”) Demmer and Ryan Edmiston were
proclaimed the winners of the competition. Joining them in the final round were the
teams of 2Ls Amy Factor and Madalyn Fairbanks and 3Ls Kelly Kozich and
Lindsey Ohlman. The teams faced a field of 30 teams to rise to the top over the
course of four rounds of negotiations in order to win the competition. The in-school
competition began on September 24 and concluded on September 30, 2013.

[Read More]

Bridge Initiative @ Mershon and
Moritz
The Bridge Initiative, which combines
resources from Moritz College of Law
and the Mershon Center for
International Securities Studies, is an
indispensable resource for those doing
research in issues involving dispute
resolution. [Bridge Initiative Home]
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I. Introduction

 A dispute arises between an American and a German. They agree to resolve their problem over a “football” game officiated by
a neutral referee. Both disputants arrive at a field with ten friends in tow and the goal of scoring the most points. However,

their commonalities end when they realize they are playing different games
[1]

: Why do the Americans keep using their hands?
Why are the Germans disregarding the line of scrimmage? Tackling? Red card! What exactly is a red card? Faced with these
challenges, how should the officiator proceed?

The task of the arbitrator can be much the same as our hapless referee. When international arbitration involves parties from
differing legal traditions, they may bring with them expectations for the resolution of their conflict based on legal norms from

their home nations. While experience with these differences has led to convergence in some arbitral practices,
[2]

 there are still
conflicts between legal systems that raise complicated problems.

This paper will look at the issue of the role of the attorney-client privilege during fact-finding in international arbitration. The
scope of this important privilege varies widely between nations. Yet, the major arbitral institutions have chosen to leave
recognition of these privileges up to the discretion of the arbitrator. A better path would be for arbitral institutions to explicitly
detail the procedures regarding the attorney-client privilege in order to ensure the efficiency of  the arbitration process, respect
for party expectations and party equality. The uniform application of the privilege standard of the party whose home nation
most robustly protects the attorney-client relationship would best realize these goals.

II. Background: The Attorney-Client Privilege and Arbitration

The attorney-client privilege has played an important role in the legal profession since ancient Roman times.
[3]

 However, as the
world becomes increasingly interconnected, the mooring formerly provided by national legal systems is becoming increasingly
frayed. In particular, international arbitration raises many questions about the application of the privilege because of its distinct
approach to resolving disputes and inherently inter-jurisdictional nature. The following section will provide some background on
the attorney-client privilege, the practice of international arbitration, and describe some of the ways arbitration institutions have
sought to address the intersection of these issues.

A. The Attorney-Client Privilege Around the World

The widespread international acceptance of the attorney-client privilege reflects an understanding that while uncovering the
truth is a primary aim of an adjudicatory system, it is not a goal to be pursued at all costs. Although most countries recognize
some form of the privilege, there are many potential points of conflict in international civil disputes because of the varying
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scope of the privilege from country to country.
[4]

In general, the two dominant legal traditions, common law and civil law,
[5]

 base their approach to the question of the attorney-
client privilege on fundamentally different approaches to fact-finding. In the common law system, broad discovery rights allow

each party to compel opponents to produce relevant adverse information.
[6]

 By contrast, fact-finding in civil code countries
takes place primarily through party presentation, whereby each party bears the burden of preparing its own case without the

benefit of compelled discovery.
[7]

 These differences have shaped the corresponding attorney-client privileges. Since parties in

common law systems can be required to hand over evidence adverse to their case, the privilege has special significance.
[8]

Candid discussions between an attorney and client often contain probative information, but the value of promoting access to

fully informed legal advice has historically rendered these conversations immune from discovery.
[9]

 Although civil law systems
also protect attorney-client communications, the lack of mandatory information production has led to statutorily-enforced codes

of professional conduct rather than evidentiary rules.
[10]

The differing sources of the privilege have important consequences for how they are applied in practice. First, it affects waiver
of the privilege. In common law schemes the client generally controls the privilege and therefore may affirmatively waive the

protection it affords.
[11]

 Alternatively, in some civil law countries criminal sanctions attach for breaches of the privilege and

cannot be waived by a client.
[12]

 Second, the nature of the privilege in differing legal systems has implications for its

categorization as either substantive or procedural law.
[13]

 This distinction is important because while there is broad consensus
across legal systems that procedural rules are displaced by forum practice and substantive issues are governed by choice-of-law

principles,
[14]

 there is little consensus of which rules are substantive and which rules are procedural.
[15]

Conflicts can also arise in determining whether the attorney-client privilege is even implicated. For example, the professional
status of in-house counsel differs widely between jurisdictions, creating the potential for problems as companies increasingly

rely on advice from in-house legal counsel for international deals.
[16]

 The U.S. has broadly construed the attorney-client

privilege to extend to legal communications between corporate employees and in-house counsel.
[17]

 By contrast, the highest
court in the E.U. has held that the privilege does not extend to communications between in-house counsel and a company with

regard to E.U. law.
[18]

 A company with cross-border operations must be cognizant that communications protected in certain

countries may not necessarily be privileged in others.
[19]

The foregoing discussion is not an exhaustive review of privilege issues. It merely highlights some of the problems the attorney-
client privilege can pose in disputes between parties from countries with divergent legal traditions. The remainder of Part II will
discuss some of the defining features of arbitration proceedings and their handling of the attorney-client privilege issue before
turning to an analysis of the issues this poses for a increasingly important field of dispute resolution in Part III as well as a
possible solution.

B. International Arbitration as a Means of Resolving Disputes

Arbitration has emerged as an important tool for companies conducting cross-border trade because it promises dispute
resolution that is efficient, accurate, fair and customizable. The realization of these goals is a primary reason why companies

decide to arbitrate,
[20]

 but in practice these values exist in tension with each other. As the following discussion will show, the
proper balance between these underlying conflicts is an important part of the arbitrators task.

1. Efficient Resolution of Conflict

In choosing to arbitrate, parties to a contract agree to submit their disputes to binding arbitration to avoid the “complex, time-

consuming and costly alternative of litigation.”
[21]

 In many circumstances, these private proceedings can be both faster and
cheaper than court-based mechanisms involving the law of multiple jurisdictions; these benefits are likely the primary reason

that business entities choose to arbitrate.
[22]

 The New York Convention, a treaty signed by 148 nations, requires the general
recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards by the courts of signatory nations and thus obviates many of the legal

concerns surrounding the development of a transnational system of private international law.
[23]

 In a narrow set of
circumstances, the treaty allows national courts to vacate egregious arbitration decisions that violate due process or that

contravene a country’s public policy.
[24]

 In practice, this authority is exercised only sparingly by national courts in favor of
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upholding arbitration decisions.
[25]

2. Accurate Resolution of Conflict

Although arbitration is desirable for its relative efficiency vis-a-vis litigation, an equally important competing goal is the

rendering of a result which is accurate.
[26]

 Accuracy is promoted by fact-finding through the presentation of evidence, though

one of the chief tasks of the arbitral tribunal is to balance its truth-seeking role with the efficiency goals of the parties.
[27]

However, as parties to international arbitration agreements have increasingly sought to avoid unpredictable results during the
resolution of their claims, the fact-finding procedures of arbitration have come to more closely resemble those of court-based

proceedings. 
[28]

 Arbitration has thus assumed some of the increased costliness and delay associated with litigation.
[29]

3. Fair Resolution of Conflict

The fairness of the proceedings is also of fundamental concern. Indeed, one large survey of participants in international
arbitration found that fairness was the single most important attribute valued in the resolution of a dispute – even more than

winning.
[30]

 Indeed, particularly for repeat players, getting the results the “right way” may be more important to a participant’s

long-term goals than merely prevailing in a single dispute.
[31]

 Further, fairness concerns are important for the legitimacy of the
private proceedings themselves. For this reason, the twin concepts of equal treatment and the right to be heard have been

called the “Magna Carta” of international arbitration
[32]

 and are of fundamental concern to arbitrators in ensuring the disputes

they settle between parties are not subject to being set aside by national courts.
[33]

4. Customizable Resolution of Conflict

Another defining feature of arbitration is the idea of party autonomy. Contracting parties may define nearly the entire scope of a

tribunal’s proceedings by choosing both the substantive law and procedural rules to be applied.
[34]

 However, since the primary
purpose of an international business contract is generally the commercial transaction, and not the method of dispute resolution,

parties rarely take advantage of the opportunity to customize the rules governing the arbitration.
[35]

 In order to fill this void,
private institutions have prefabricated rules in an attempt to “codify” the principles of transnational business law and provide

parties with consistency.
[36]

 The challenges of creating an ad hoc arbitration process mean that parties generally name one of

these private organizations to administer their proceedings.
[37]

 Thus, while theoretically arbitration agreements can take an
unlimited number of forms, in reality their features are controlled by a few major institutional and model arbitration rules.

C. The Attorney-Client Privilege in International Arbitration

Since parties generally rely on arbitration institutions, the recognition afforded to the attorney-client privilege tends to be based
on the rules promulgated by these institutional arbitration organizations. As the following survey will show, the primary
commonality between some of the major rules is the delegation of significant discretion to the arbitrator when determining a
claim of privilege.

1. The International Bar Association Rules

The International Bar Association (“IBA”) provides a set of model rules as a “resource to parties and arbitrators to provide an

efficient, economical and fair process for the taking of evidence in international arbitration.”
[38]

 The IBA Rules are intended to
provide guidance to arbitration institutions and can also be contractually adopted by parties as a supplement to the rules used

by an institutional arbitrator.
[39]

 They employ a tribunal-led discovery system, through which parties can request specific

information from the opposing party.
[40]

 Regarding the question of evidentiary privilege, the IBA Rules state: “The Arbitral
Tribunal shall, at the request of a Party or on it’s own motion, exclude from evidence or production any Document, statement,
oral testimony or inspection [that serves as a] … legal impediment or privilege under the legal or ethical rules determined by the

Arbitral Tribunal to be applicable.”
[41]

 In providing further guidance, the IBA Rules state the tribunal may take into account the
need to protect the confidential communications made in connection with receiving legal advice, the expectations of the parties,

and the need to maintain fairness and equality between the parties.
[42]

 While the IBA Rules recognize that conflicting privilege
issues can arise in international arbitration, they leave significant discretion to the arbitrator in determining how to apply the
privilege.
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2. The UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (“UNCITRAL”) Arbitration Rules are a comprehensive set of model

rules regarding the arbitration process.
[43]

 These rules were designed for use by private parties during contracting, as well as to

provide guidance for arbitral tribunals.
[44]

 They provide that “[a]t any time during the arbitral proceedings the arbitral tribunal

may require the parties to produce documents, exhibits or other evidence ….”
[45]

The rules make no specific mention of any
issues of evidentiary privilege, merely stating that “[t]he arbitral tribunal shall determine the admissibility, relevance,

materiality and weight of the evidence offered.”
[46]

 The UNCITRAL Rules leave the admissibility of evidence solely up to the
discretion of the tribunal and provide no guidance as to how to deal with a party’s assertion of a privilege.

3. The International Chamber of Commerce Rules

The International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) is a major provider of institutional arbitration services.
[47]

 The ICC Rules of

Arbitration detail how arbitrations submitted to the organization will be handled.
[48]

 As one commentator has noted, the ICC

Rules of Arbitration provide almost no governing standard for the production of documents or other evidentiary information.
[49]

Indeed, under the rules, the tribunal is empowered to question witnesses in the absence of a party and to sua sponte request

additional evidence from parties.
[50]

 The ICC grants its tribunals nearly absolute discretion on establishing the facts in a dispute,
and in according such wide latitude offers no guidance on the recognition of evidentiary privileges.

4. The International Centre for Dispute Resolution Rules

The International Centre for Dispute Resolution (“ICDR”) is the international dispute division of the American Arbitration

Association and directly administers arbitration services.
[51]

 The ICDR’s rules state that “[e]ach party shall have the burden of
proving the facts relied upon to support its claim or defense … [but] [a]t anytime during the proceedings, the tribunal may order

parties to produce other documents, exhibits or other evidence it deems necessary or appropriate.”
[52]

 It further provides that
“[t]he tribunal shall determine the admissibility, relevance, materiality and weight of the evidence offered by any party [taking]
into account applicable principles of legal privilege, such as those involving the confidentiality of communications between a

lawyer and client.”
[53]

 This language explicitly directs the tribunal to account for the issue of privilege, specifically noting the

attorney-client privilege, but as noted earlier these determinations can be fairly complex.
[54]

 The following section will look at
some of these complexities and the issues they raise for arbitrators.  

III. The Case For A Uniform Rule

As Part II discussed, the rules of many arbitral organizations accord arbitrators significant discretion regarding the recognition of
privileges, but provide little guidance on how that discretion should be employed when the parties have not spoken directly to
the issue.

A. The Current Problem

Imagine the following scenario.
[55]

 An American company enters into a business agreement to purchase the subsidiary of a
German company. During the negotiations, in-house counsel for the American company conducts its due diligence and issues a
report to management detailing possible scenarios, including a potential breach of E.U. law. After properly weighing its options,
the board decides the risk of breach is slight and agrees to go through with the deal. The American company enters into a
contract with the German company agreeing to submit disputes to an institutional arbitrator. The relationship goes sour and the
parties seek arbitration. During the fact-finding period the Germans ask that the communications between the management and
in-house counsel of the Americans be produced for review believing a knowing breach of the E.U. law to form an important part

of its case.
[56]

 The American company invokes the attorney-client privilege.
[57]

 The German company argues that neither

German nor E.U. law recognize a privilege for in-house counsel and that its own in-house reports are open for review.
[58]

 How

should the tribunal proceed? Even in this fairly straightforward hypothetical,
[59]

 a litany of questions arise for which there are no
easy answers.

As often happens, the parties to the arbitration agreement detailed above neglected to mention the applicable choice-of-law

principles governing their agreement to arbitrate.
[60]

 In these cases, many arbitration rules leave the determination of the law

to be applied to the discretion of the arbitrator.
[61]

 Thus, the tribunal must first determine if it should apply the law governing
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the underlying contract, presumably either U.S., German or E.U. law in this hypothetical, or if it should apply some other law,

perhaps the law of the seat of the arbitration or some non-national lex mercatoria.
[62]

 The resolution of this problem is certainly
possible through the application of conflict-of-law theories, however this can be time-consuming and possibly offer no guidance

on the question facing the arbitrators.
[63]

Assuming the relevant law can be chosen, a tribunal must determine the implications of that choice for the attorney-client
privilege. While it is generally agreed that the decision to apply a particular law necessarily dictates disregarding certain rules
from other legal systems, few have argued that the choice of law decision implies a unilateral waiver of privileges not

recognized by the chosen law.
[64]

 Indeed, such a waiver could pose distinct problems for attorneys in countries where the

attorney-client privilege cannot be waived by a client and breach of confidence is punished by criminal sanctions.
[65]

 Parties
cannot have expected this when agreeing to arbitrate.

The tribunal’s characterization of the nature of the attorney-client privilege invoked by the parties is also an important
consideration. Because some legal systems view the attorney-client privilege as a substantive right and some see it as an issue

of procedure, applying them even once the law is determined can be complicated.
[66]

 If a tribunal deems privileges to be

substantive, they are subject to the choice-of-law determinations of the arbitrator.
[67]

 However, as one scholar has noted, there
are few established choice-of-law principles governing privileges in international arbitration, and thus the arbitrator is given very

little guidance on how to proceed.
[68]

 If privileges are deemed to be procedural, they are subject to a tribunal’s rules, which

similarly provide little guidance on the application of the privilege.
[69]

 It is unclear what a tribunal should do if it determines that
privileges are somewhat substantive and somewhat procedural.

This assumes that the privileges asserted by the parties have the same general “character.” Further complexities are introduced
when a tribunal is faced with parties ascribing very different meanings to their attorney-client privilege. The civil law Germans
and the common law Americans in the hypothetical will assuredly disagree on this point. Further, in these kinds of situations,
the parties may not even agree that the privilege is claimed by an individual entitled to invoke it, such as cases of in-house

counsel.
[70]

 The indeterminate nature of these types of questions do very little to promote efficiency, fairness or customization.

B. Discretion Undermines Arbitration’s Goals

In the absence of specific guidance, arbitrators are forced to undertake the types of circuitous inquiries described above.
Although unbridled discretion may allow arbitrators to uncover more probative information, it also introduces real risks of
undermining the efficiency of arbitral proceedings, frustrating a party’s reasonable expectations and treating the parties
unequally. Thus, arbitral institutions should adopt a clear and easy to apply default rule regarding the question of the attorney-
client privilege.

1. Promoting Efficient Arbitration

Parties agree to arbitrate their disputes because the process promises to be less onerous than litigation.
[71]

 While arbitrator
discretion is sometimes held out as promoting efficient arbitral processes, in the case of the attorney-client privilege discretion

can require arbitrators to consider overly complex issues.
[72]

 Extensive briefing on relevant choice-of-law principles and
unfamiliar privilege standards may be necessary and could bog down a proceeding specifically meant to be quicker and cheaper

than litigation.
[73]

 Arbitral tribunals face some pressure to make sure these questions are decided correctly to avoid jeopardizing
the enforceability of the award if a national court determines either due process or local public policy requires application of the

privilege.
[74]

 An easy to apply rule that obviates the need for these types of inquiries may in fact increase the efficiency of
arbitration proceedings.

2. Effectuating Party Expectations

Since the decision to arbitrate is a creature of contract, one of the primary goals of the process is to respect party autonomy by

honoring the intent of the parties.
[75]

 Although a party may have sought to bypass the cumbersome process of litigation in the
courts by agreeing to arbitration, generally parties do not deem a decision to arbitrate as effecting a waiver of the attorney-

client privilege.
[76]

 Indeed, it is unlikely that the issue is even given much thought until a dispute regarding privileged

information arises.
[77]

 Without a clearly stated rule from the outset, parties may be surprised to learn that an arbitrator, at its
discretion, has determined certain privileged evidence must be produced.
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Parties relying on a well-established attorney-client privilege have a legitimate expectation that information subject to the
privilege will be kept confidential. Under these circumstances, requiring disclosure seems manifestly unjust and contrary to the
party’s reasonable expectations at the time of contracting. Thus, a party is put in the position of having to choose between
waiver of national privilege protections it appropriately relied upon to its detriment, an adverse arbitral inference or, more

radically, court ordered production from the local judicial system.
[78]

 A clearly stated rule from the outset, as opposed to leaving
these questions up to an arbitrator’s discretion, would better enable parties to structure their affairs prior to a dispute and
better effectuate the intent of the parties to an arbitration.

3. Equality Between Parties

A limiting factor on the effectuation of party intent is the idea that the parties to an arbitration proceeding should be treated

equally.
[79]

 Thus, allowing parties to assert their respective privilege protections risks treating the parties differently in

contravention of this basic tenet of arbitration.
[80]

 To take the example outlined above,
[81]

 allowing an American company to
assert the privilege for communications with in-house counsel while denying the same privilege to its German opponent treats
the parties differently. While the German party may not have had any expectations that those communications would be
shielded from review, there is something unfair about allowing the American party to benefit from information it would
simultaneously deny to the German party. On the other hand, the principle of equal treatment should not be taken too far.
Although an arbitral tribunal may literally be treating the parties “equally” if it simply denies recognition of the in-house
privilege to both parties, the differing reliance interests of the parties render this a false equality. In particular, this punishes
parties from nations that provide broader attorney-client privileges than their opponents. Certainly, these types of
considerations currently guide arbitrator decision making on fact-finding issues, but this is just to note that any rule should take
these considerations into account.

4. Impact on Probative Information

Although there are benefits to be realized by the articulation of a clear rule, it does bring with it the possibility of excluding
some probative information at an arbitration proceeding. By eliminating arbitrator discretion, there may be instances where the
information protected by the privilege is otherwise unavailable, and the truth-seeking function of the tribunal is impeded.
Indeed, given that it is information between an attorney and a client regarding a relevant legal matter, it may be particularly
probative. However, this is precisely the purpose of the attorney-client privilege: to limit the inclusion of potentially probative

information to encourage the frank and honest interchange between attorney and client.
[82]

 The attorney-client privilege stems

from a public policy determination by nation-states that certain relationships should be fostered.
[83]

 These values are usually

considered to be very important and ignoring them can be the basis for setting aside an arbitral award.
[84]

 Thus, while some
information might be lost, this possibility is clearly outweighed by the other important interests furthered by the articulation of a
clear rule.

C. The Contours Of A Clearly-Stated Rule

The desirability of a clear default rule raises the question of what that rule should look like. In designing a clear rule for
arbitrators to apply to the question of attorney-client privilege, there are five possible ways of articulating a rule, ranging from
wholesale rejection of all attorney-client privileges to simply enforcing a blanket rule privileging all attorney-client
communications. As is often the case, the best answer lies somewhere between these extremes.

The first solution would be to merely disallow any evidentiary privileges in international arbitrations. This has the virtue of being
easily applicable and could increase the efficiency of arbitration proceedings by simplifying the arbitrator’s task; these issues will
simply not be dealt with. It could also promote arbitral accuracy by allowing the introduction of potentially probative
information. However, such a rule would disfavor the party to an arbitration with the strongest privilege rule. While strictly
speaking this rule treats the parties equally, in reality this disadvantage would provide a strong disincentive for parties from
countries with strong privileges from taking part in arbitrations. It also fails to account for any party’s legitimate expectations
while contracting. While this approach promotes arbitral accuracy and efficiency. it leaves the values of party expectations and
fairness almost entirely off the table.

The second possible solution would be to simply allow all attorney-client exchanges to be privileged for all proceedings. Once
again, this bright line rule is easily applicable and could increase the efficiency of arbitration proceedings by mostly eliminating
the need to inquire into these issues. However, this rule is likely to be over-inclusive. In disputes where neither party recognizes
a particular privilege, it may leave out probative information that could help ensure the accuracy of a proceeding. In these
situations neither party has an expectation that the information would be privileged, and thus this standard serves to further no
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important fairness or party autonomy goals in these circumstances.

The third possible solution would be to have the tribunal apply the home nation privilege rule for each party. After a proper
showing has been made that the privilege is legally established, the tribunal could apply the respective privileges to each party.
This approach would have the benefit of effectuating party expectations. This is a more onerous standard to apply than a bright
line rule, but the guidance it provides to arbitrators could have the effect of offsetting some of the additional work required
when compared to the status quo of unlimited discretion. This standard also places the parties on differing playing fields in
contravention of the basic concept of equal treatment. The possibility of reversal by national courts renders this solution
undesirable. However, the shortcomings of this approach could be addressed through uniform application of the findings.

The fourth possible solution would be to allow the tribunal to make a determination as to each party’s home nation privileges
and uniformly apply the standard that is the least protective. This has the benefit of treating the parties equally, effectuating
the expectations of at least one party, and somewhat promoting arbitral accuracy by allowing the admission of more probative
evidence. Applying this standard however would systematically treat parties from countries with strong privilege protections less
favorably than their opponents, thus frustrating some of the fairness goals of arbitration.

Finally, tribunals can apply the privilege standard put forward by the parties that is the most protective of the attorney-client
privilege. This would have the benefit of achieving party-parity, would effectuate the expectations of at least one party and
forward the goals of fairness in arbitral proceedings. The shortcoming of this approach would be a possible adverse effect on
arbitral accuracy by denying the admission of some probative evidence.

In weighing fairness versus accuracy in solutions four and five, the two tenable solutions, it should be noted that parties to

arbitration have stated that “fair and just” proceedings are the trait they value most.
[85]

 When the goals of fairness and
accuracy are in conflict, it seems that private arbitration services should defer to the desires of their clients. The uniform
application of the standard from the nation which most robustly protects the attorney-client privilege would best effectuate
these party goals.

V. Conclusion

International arbitration brings together parties from diverse legal backgrounds to find solutions to otherwise intractable
problems. Otherwise they would not have undertaken the expense of dispute resolution. However, the nature of arbitration
means that the goals are necessarily different from litigation. Parties often want to continue working relationships together, and
thus the proceedings may be far less adversarial. To this end, parties seek services which are efficient, accurate, fair and
customizable.

However, when parties from different legal systems come together, their notions of what constitutes effectuation of these goals
may differ. This complicates the task of the arbitrator. In the case of the attorney-client privilege, parties often have no
intention on surrendering the protections they enjoy at home. Thus, to give full effect to the expectation of the parties, further
the efficient resolution of conflicts, and to ensure the results of arbitration proceedings are fair and equitable, a clear rule
applying the privilege protection from the country that most robustly protects the privilege would help further the underlying
goals of this system of dispute resolution. The possible effects on arbitral accuracy are worth the cost in this situation.
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Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Crockett, 734 F.3d 594 (6th Cir. 2013)
Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Crockett, 734 F.3d 594 (6th Cir. 2013)

Overview:

A provider of online legal research brought action for declaratory and injunctive relief after an attorney filed a demand for class
arbitration of claims against the provider for fraud, negligent representation, breach of contract, negligence, gross negligence,
unjust enrichment, and violation of New York Consumer Protection Act.  The district court granted summary judgment on the
declaratory judgment and dismissed the claim for injunctive relief without prejudice.

Holding:

The Sixth Circuit held that (1) the question whether an arbitration agreement permits classwide arbitration is a “gateway”
matter, (2) arbitration clause of a subscription plan did not authorize arbitrator to decide classwide arbitrability, and (3)
arbitration clause did not authorize classwide arbitration.  Henceforth, parties must “clearly and unmistakably” provide for
classwide arbitration.

Analysis:

In an effort to seemingly keep arbitration somewhat within the confines of the courts, the Sixth Circuit decided that the
“gateway” question whether an arbitration agreement permits classwide arbitration is reserved for a court, rather than an
arbitrator, to decide.  This threshold, however, can be reached in front of an arbitrator if the parties involved can “clearly and
unmistakably” prove that the arbitration agreement permits classwide arbitration.  If the rule becomes the majority rule,
analysts have concluded it will be another tool that companies can use to protect themselves from class actions.  It further
highlights courts’ desires not to pass on interpretation of arbitration clauses to allow for class actions to arbitrators.

The Sixth Circuit recognized that the United States Supreme Court had not yet tackled the specific issue involved in this case;
but, according to Judge Kethledge, had sketched a framework and border of a puzzle and the Sixth Circuit aptly filled in the
middle.  In Green Tree Fin. Corp. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 (2003), a plurality of justices on the Supreme Court held that
classwide arbitraility was a subsidiary question not concerned whether parties actually agreed to arbitrated the matter, but
instead the details of what kind of arbitration process the parties had agreed to.  Thus, the Sixth Circuit’s interpretation of
Green Tree revolved around the process of arbitration, not whether the parties even reached the arbitration threshold in the
first place.

The majority decision notes that the Supreme Court in Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l. Corp., 559 U.S. 662 (2010)
distinguished, or at least clarified, its decision in Green Tree.  In Stolt-Nielsen, the Court recognized that only a plurality had
decided the gateway versus subsidiary question in Green Tree.  The Sixth Circuit interpreted the Supreme Court’s prior decision
to leave the gateway question of whether classwide arbitration was available as an open question.  As the law currently stands,
arbitrators only are able to answer questions or have authority over matters which the parties explicitly agreed to in advance.
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In the present case, such an explicit agreement over a class action is not present.  The Sixth Circuit reasoned, then, that the
Supreme Court’s decision require that arbitration clauses must be interpreted according to their terms.  The court concluded
that because no explicit authorization for class action existed, they could not implicitly find such an agreement or authorization
existed.

The Sixth Circuit went on to find that gateway questions are presumptively for judicial determination, unless the parties provide
clearly and unmistakably otherwise.  According to Green Tree, gateway disputes include “whether the parties have a valid
arbitration agreement at all or whether a concededly binding arbitration clause applies to a certain type of controversy.”  The
Sixth Circuit interpreted this to mean that with any agreement without explicit authorization for a specific condition, the
interpretation of silence or ambiguity should be left to the courts.  An arbitrator should not be left to such gateway question
interpretation.

Subsidiary questions, on the other hand, are exactly what arbitrators were brought in for in the first place.  In First Options of
Chicago Inc. v. Kaplan, 514 U.S. 938 (1995), the Supreme Court noted that “the law reverses the presumption for subsidiary
questions.”  These questions grow out of the actual dispute and bear on its final disposition.  Once arbitration begins, it follows
that “they would have agreed to have an arbitrator decide these subsidiary questions as well.”  But, such arbitrator authority
does not reach the threshold of what or who were subject to arbitration in the first place.  Such a question is a gateway
question, not a subsidiary one coming out of the dispute.  The Sixth Circuit, likewise, concluded that “whether an arbitration
agreement permits classwide arbitration is a gateway matter, which is reserved for judicial determination.”

Of course, the gateway question of classwide arbitration can be overcome if the parties clearly and unmistakably assign to the
arbitrator the question of a class action.  In the present case, the clause makes no mention of classwide arbitration.  Because
there was no explicit mention—no clear or unmistakable statement to overcome the silence—the Sixth Circuit concluded that no
inference could be appropriately made.

In conclusion, Reed Elsevier seems to be entirely consistent with the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence regarding an arbitration
clause being silent on whether classwide arbitration is permissible.  Yet, because the Supreme Court has not definitively
indicated a position on the matter, questions always remain.  The Sixth Circuit, however, prudently and aptly attacked the
question.  It hopes—and assumes—that arbitration agreements are sufficiently specific in what and who they affect.  When an
agreement is not specific, the agreement itself is not moot, but whether it can greatly affect a class (whether a group of
individuals or a corporation) and such a gateway question is not previously decided, such a decision should be determined by
the judiciary.  If parties do not clearly and mistakably provide for classwide arbitration, such arbitration cannot be provided for
post hoc.  Subsidiary questions arising out of the dispute are left for the arbitrators.  On the other hand, gateway questions—
those which must be answered before arbitration can even begin—should be left to the judiciary.
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Good Faith Over Confidentiality: The Argument for Enforcing Good
Faith Requirements at the Expense of Confidentiality in Court-
Mandated Mediations
Alix J. West *

I. Introduction

With the high cost, both financial and emotional, associated with trial, mediation has become an increasingly attractive method
of dispute resolution. While trial takes months or years to adjudicate an issue, mediation can allow for an immediate
resolution.[1]  Trial adjudication involves parties risking an unfavorable judgment, while mediation allows for a non-binding
process and in which both parties have power to negotiate a favorable decision.[2]  Trial is often high-pressure and adversarial
in nature, whereas mediation is more friendly and cooperative which allows for the preservation of the relationship between the
parties.[3] Adjudication by trial involves a judgment against a party that is readily available for public viewing, whereas
mediation offers the highly attractive possibility of a confidential settlement.[4]

Often mediation is a preferred method of dispute resolution, and parties enter voluntarily into the process. However, in an
attempt to lighten dockets, courts will sometimes assign cases to mediation, regardless of the parties’ desire to attend.[5]
Court-mandated mediation requires parties to attend with settlement authority, submit pre-mediation memorandum on their
position, bring expert witnesses as needed, and generally participate in good faith.[6] These court-mandated mediation sessions
raise new questions, especially regarding good faith requirements. In contrast to voluntary mediation, court-mandated
mediation may involve one or both parties not fully invested in putting forth a good faith effort in reaching a settlement through
mediation.[7] Because of the confidential nature of mediation, it is unclear how a party who does not participate in good faith
can be reprimanded. This raises the issue of whether good faith requirements in court-mandated mediation should be enforced
at the risk of violating the mediation’s confidentiality.[8]

Although confidentiality is hugely important to the success of mediation as a form of dispute resolution, it is arguable that good-
faith participation is even more important.[9] Though mediation is less costly and time consuming than trial adjudication, it
nonetheless requires a great deal of time for preparation and participation, all of which an attorney will bill their client for.[10]
Additionally, there is the time and resources of the mediator to consider. A mediators’ time may be paid for by the parties, by
the court via public funding, or may be on a voluntary basis.[11] A lack of good-faith participation wastes the time of the
clients, attorneys, and mediator, while unnecessarily running up the bill. Additionally, parties who do not participate in good
faith jeopardize the integrity of mediation as a form of dispute resolution.

First, this article will consider the roles of good faith requirements and confidentiality in court-mandated mediation. Next, this
article will examine current sanctions available for failure to comply with good faith requirements, and finally advocate for
enforcing good faith requirements, even at the risk of defeating mediation’s complete confidentiality, through attorney
disqualification for parties who fail to put forth a good faith effort in mediations.
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II. A Hypothetical for Illustrating the Relationship between Good Faith Participation and Confidentiality

In order to better understand the relationship and tension between good-faith requirements and confidentiality it will be helpful
to consider a hypothetical situation not uncommon to mediations. Consider the following hypothetical[12]:

There is a lawsuit between Prime Utilities, the largest gas provider in Capital City, and Joe’s Plumbing, Inc., a small hometown
business. Joe’s Plumbing performed the plumbing on Prime’s new downtown offices, and Prime alleges that because of an
inattention to detail and shoddy workmanship, the pipes leak and have caused a majority of the new building to smell like
sewage. Prime Utilities has brought suit against Joe’s Plumbing and is alleging breach of contract and negligence. Prime Utilities
is very upset that the plumbing is not functional and has since had to close down the new offices because of leaks.

The presiding judge has assigned the case to mediation. The court then sounds out notifications to both parties, which include
the mediation order.  In the mediation order, the court indicates several requirements for the mediation including: (1) each
party must have an individual present who possesses settlement authority; (2) all statements made in mediation shall not be
used against a party in any future proceedings; (3) all parties are required to participate in the mediation in good faith; (4) if a
party’s arguments are dependent upon the testimony of a witness, said witness must be present for the mediation; and (5) the
parties shall pay for the mediator’s fees, and the parties shall agree upon how the payment shall be divided amongst them.
Aside from these five basic requirements, the mediation order does not contain any additional information as to the
requirements, such as defining what consists adequate settlement authority, what behavior constitutes good faith participation,
or recommending an appropriate payment plan.

The parties have mixed views concerning the appropriateness of mediation as a means of resolving their dispute. Prime Utilities
does not wish to have the case settle in mediation, instead wanting their day in court and making Joe’s Plumbing’s failures
public so that no other companies will hire Joe’s Plumbing. Contrastingly, Joe’s Plumbing is eager to utilize the mediation in an
attempt to keep costs down and avoid the bad publicity of a public judgment against them.

John Donaghy, a senior partner at the large firm of Swanson & Swanson, represents Prime Utilities. Donaghy agrees with his
clients, and wants to see the case go before a jury, believing that they will get a large award. Additionally, Donaghy has a
personal stake in the litigation as he takes any settlements he can get for his client personally, and believes that he will be able
to get more money out of the defendants either by trial or through private negotiations.[13] Instead of personally attending the
mediation, Donaghy sends one of the firm’s young associates, Burt Dwyer, to represent the clients in mediation. Donaghy tells
Dwyer not to settle the case at the mediation, and to make sure the case is able to continue to trial. Believing the mediation to
be unimportant, Dwyer does not spend a great deal of time researching case law for his pre-mediation memorandum and does
not contact any potential witnesses to attend the mediation. Dwyer is of the opinion that he will be able to simply “wing” the
mediation conference, and feels that the mediation is so unnecessary that he does not want for his client to pay for any of the
mediator’s costs.

Meanwhile, Joe’s Plumbing is eager to settle the case in mediation. Joe’s Plumbing started out as a small father and son
operation, and has grown to employ a dozen plumbers. Despite the company’s growth and recent deal with Prime Utilities, Joe’s
Plumbing is still small and does not have a great deal of money to cover their attorney’s fees for future litigation, let alone
paying for any potential damages. Joe Martin is the president and worked extensively on the Prime Utilities project. Martin
admits that Joe’s Plumbing may be responsible for the leaks, but is desperate to keep his company intact. Joe’s Plumbing is
certain that unless the case is settled quickly, the company will be bankrupted.[14] Although Joe’s Plumbing is low on funding,
Martin believes that it will benefit the mediation if Joe’s Plumbing offers to split the mediator’s fees with Prime Utilities.

Joe’s Plumbing has retained a local attorney, Leslie Wyatt, from a small boutique firm. Wyatt recognizes that Joe’s Plumbing
desperately needs to reach a favorable settlement quickly and has spent a great deal of time researching and interviewing
potential witnesses. Wyatt has dedicated a fair amount of her practice to settling disputes via forms of alternative dispute
resolution, and strongly believes that mediation is the proper way to settle the dispute between her client and Prime Utilities.
Wyatt is hopeful the mediation will be successful but recognizes that the mediation will probably last several hours before an
agreement can be reached, and has thus marked off the entire day on her calendar to devote herself for the mediation.[15]

Alan Noble will be acting as a mediator for the two parties. Noble is a practicing attorney in Capital City but dedicates a
significant amount of his time acting as a mediator. Noble is a great believer in mediation as a form of dispute resolution, and
feels that he is giving back to the community and the court system by offering his time as a mediator.  Noble takes his duties as
mediator very seriously, and often dedicates a significant amount of time preparing for the mediation by reading counsels’ briefs
and doing his own independent research. Typically Noble marks off the entire day on his calendar for mediation, and foregoes
billable hours for the time he spends preparing. Though the parties will compensate him for his time as a mediator, Noble’s
billable hour as a mediator is significantly less than his billable hour as an attorney. Therefore, Noble is foregoing a certain
amount of financial gain by acting as a mediator for this dispute.
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At mediation, Wyatt and Martin present their researched arguments with enthusiasm and make reasonable offers. However,
Dwyer declines to entertain any offer. When asked to make his statement of the case, Dwyer stumbles over the facts, admits to
not having found a great deal of case law to support his client’s position but insists that obviously Prime Utilities has a winning
case, and indicates that no witnesses will be in attendance for Prime Utilities. Concerned, Wyatt asks whether Dwyer believes it
is possible a settlement could be reached today. Dwyer replies, “anything is possible.” The negotiations continue for several
more hours, but late into the afternoon Dwyer announces that he does not have the authority to settle and thinks that it would
be in everybody’s best interest if they just called it a day.

Wyatt and Martin are deeply upset. Wyatt spent a great deal of time in preparing for the mediation, and believes it was all for
naught. Martin paid for his attorney’s time, both in preparation and attendance of the mediation, and feels that his money was
wasted. Mediator Noble even feels frustrated because he feels his time has been wasted and his authority disrespected. Wyatt,
Martin, and Noble believe that Prime Utilities has not acted in good faith and believe that some course of action must be taken.
Specifically, the aggrieved parties believe that Dwyer’s conduct constituted bad faith because of: (1) a lack of settlement
authority and/or his refusal to settle; (2) his unfamiliarity with the facts and relevant legal arguments of the case; and (3) his
failure to bring key witnesses to the mediation proceedings. However, none of the aggrieved parties are quite sure of their
options to right this wrong, because they fear that they may violate the mediation’s confidentiality if they contact the court.

III. Defining Good Faith and Confidentiality

Before jumping in further, it will be beneficial to define this article’s key terms: good-faith participation and confidentiality. One
is an elusive concept, with very little case law describing it, whereas in the contrast, the other is a highly valued and protected
concept of mediation.

A. Good Faith

Good faith is a somewhat nebulous concept; although attorneys may be able to state whether certain behavior could be
categorized as being in either good or bad faith, it is much more difficult to set forth a clear, objective standard for what
constitutes good faith. “Courts and commentators vary in their opinions of what constitutes noncompliance and debate the
propriety of levying sanctions for failure to comply with orders to participate in good faith.”[16] Often it is easier to comment
what conduct does not constitute good faith: “evasion of the spirit of the bargain[ing], lack of diligence and slacking off, willful
rendering of imperfect performance, abuse of a power to specify terms, and interference with or failure to cooperate in the
other party’s performance.”[17] Case law is largely unhelpful in determining a clear definition for good faith, as courts often
solely determine whether conduct rose to the level of bad faith rather than outlining what constitutes good faith.[18] Regardless
of the difficulty in defining the term, good faith is nonetheless an important facet of mediation, and is “premised on the belief
that since [mediation] is non-binding, it will be a futile exercise unless parties engage in it with willingness to present their best
arguments and to listen to those of the other side with an open mind.”[19] Though lacking a clear definition for what constitutes
good faith, there are four hallmarks which are important to consider when evaluating conduct: (1) exchange of positional papers
and objective information via pre-mediation memorandum, (2) actual participation in the negotiations and discussions while at
mediation, (3) participation with settlement authority, and (4) an obligation to pay for the neutral third party’s fees.[20]

Even with the four hallmarks for evaluating whether there was good faith participation in mediation, courts struggle to identify
whether parties’ acted in good faith as in Halaby, McCrea, & Cross v. Hoffman, 831 P. 2d 902 (1998). The key issue in Halaby
was whether a low settlement authority constituted a failure to participate in good faith.[21] Following a court-ordered
mediation in which the attorney was authorized by his client to settle for no more than $300, the trial court sanctioned the
defendant attorney.[22] On appeal, the court found that such a low settlement authority did not constitute bad faith on its
own.[23] Rather, the court considered other instances of good faith participation such as the attorney submitting a pre-
mediation memorandum and the attorney’s openness from the outset that he did could not settle for greater than $300.[24]
The court reasoned that though the settlement authority was low, the amount of settlement authority will vary for each case,
and therefore the low amount was not sufficient for establishing that the attorney acted in bad faith, especially with other indicia
of good faith.[25]

Based on the holding in Halaby, the four hallmarks of good faith participation are key in evaluating an attorney’s conduct in
mediation, but the absence of one hallmark does not necessarily establish bad faith. Rather, Halaby demonstrates that a good
faith participation inquiry is highly fact intensive.

B. Confidentiality

Confidentiality within mediation is one of the dispute resolution method’s strongest selling points, and is protected by various
statutes, most notably the Uniform Mediation Act (“UMA”).[26] UMA seeks to protect all forms of communications that occur
within the mediation from disclosures by either party or the mediator.[27] Although UMA has not been adopted by all
jurisdictions, various districts have nonetheless established “different concepts of confidentiality, some providing only a general
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statement that the proceedings shall be confidential” while others look to Federal Rule of Evidence 408.[28] Additionally, private
confidentiality provisions may be drafted by the parties specifying when disclosures are acceptable and what recourses are
available for a non-authorized disclosure.[29] The reasoning behind UMA, and similar legislature, is that mediation is successful
as a form of dispute resolution because of the confidentiality.[30] Though mediation and trial differ in many ways, one of the
largest benefits of mediation for clients is confidentiality. Whereas taking a case all the way to trial allows, so to speak, for a
client’s dirty laundry to be on display to the public, mediation keeps everything private between the parties.[31]

Mediation statutes proscribing confidentiality are to be broadly construed, even when such confidentiality may be hugely
detrimental to a case, as in Wimsatt v. Superior Court.[32]  In Wimsatt, a client discovered from a confidential mediation
document that his attorney had made an unauthorized settlement demand to the opposing party during mediation.[33] The
client sued both the attorney and law firm for breach of fiduciary duty, and on appeal the defendants argued that the document
allegedly revealing the unauthorized demand should be under a protective order because of the mediation’s confidentiality.[34]
The court ultimately held that the defendants’ argument was correct in that the mediation briefs and emails should be
protected.[35] The court looked to the purpose of mediation and reasoned that confidentiality “encourage[d] mediation by
permitting the parties to frankly exchange views, without fear that the disclosures might be used against them in later
proceedings.”[36] The court recognized that in order to further the goal of candidness during mediation, mediation’s
confidentiality extended broadly, applying to “any written or oral communication.”[37] Finally the court recognized that the
Supreme Court of California had long refused to narrow the scope of mediation, and that the court’s finding on the defendants’
protective order should be consistent with earlier jurisprudence.[38] Therefore, the court held that the mediation briefs and
emails were protected from disclosure because they were made for “the purpose of, in the course of, or pursuant to a
mediation.”[39]

C. The Relationship Between Good Faith Participation and Confidentiality in the Motivating Hypothetical

Based upon the above discussion, it is clear that courts and legislatures alike highly value the confidential nature of mediation.
The high value on confidentiality, along with a lack of a precise definition and clear case law on what constitutes “good faith”,
threatens courts’ power to monitor and enforce good faith participation in court-mandated mediation.

Applying these key concepts to the above explained hypothetical involving Prime Utilities and Joe’s Plumbing, it is fair to say
that Attorney Dwyer’s conduct falls neatly into the category of bad faith. Dwyer was unprepared in formulating and researching
his client’s positions, did not bring any expert witnesses to attend the mediation despite their presence being critical, was not
even authorized to offer or accept a settlement, and had a subjective intent not to contribute to the mediator’s fees. Although
courts have struggled to agree on a definition of good faith for purposes of participation in mediation, Dwyer’s conduct would
likely not cause many arguments if classified as bad faith. Looking at the four factors described by Edward F. Sherman, Dwyer
falls short of all the hallmarks of good faith.[40] Regardless of the obvious bad faith, the mediation in which Dwyer participated
(however poorly) is still guaranteed complete confidentiality under various statutes, like UMA.[41] Therefore, it seems like Joe’s
Plumbing and Attorney Wyatt are left without remedy for Dwyer’s bad faith participation that essentially ruined the mediation.

In the hypothetical, as well as in many real world situations, attorneys, clients, and mediators are often left at a loss at what to
do in the case of one or more parties failing to participate in good faith during mediation.

IV. Current Sanctions Available for Non-Compliance with the Good Faith Requirement in a Court-Mandated
Mediation

The tension between enforcing good faith requirements and mediation confidentiality is not a novel topic. The issue has been
raised in the past, and there do exist several options for handling issues of attorney misconduct during mediation such as
sanctions under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as well as state and federal statutes.[42] Though the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and various statutes offer relief in some circumstances, it is clear that none of these options are perfect solutions.

A. Sanctions Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11

Currently, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure offer a method for enforcing good-faith requirements in court-mandated
mediations. Rule 11 sanctions would be proper in a situation arising under Rule 11(b): where a party presents a pleading or
other written motion to the court that is “resented for any improper purpose, such as to harass, cause unnecessary delay, or
needlessly increase the cost of litigation.” [43] Such a situation would arise when a party submits a pre-mediation
memorandum to the court that outlines a party’s complaints or defenses.[44] If a party were to present a memorandum that
was not complete, such as not including properly researched case law or presenting reasonable claims or defenses, a court may
find that such memorandum “cause[s] unnecessary delay” and may seek appropriate sanction.[45] Rule 11 continues in
subsection (c) that a violation of the aforementioned provision may result in sanctions. The rule continues by stating:

A sanction imposed under this rule must be limited to what suffices to deter repetition of the conduct or comparable conduct by
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others similarly situated. The sanction may include nonmonetary directives; an order to pay a penalty into court; or, if imposed
on motion and warranted for effective deterrence, an order directing payment to the movant of part or all of the reasonable
attorney’s fees and other expenses directly resulting from the violation.[46]

Sanctions under Rule 11 offer many benefits as a method for enforcing good-faith requirements. The Rule includes both
monetary and nonmonetary sanctions, most notably attorney’s fees.[47] Attorney’s fees can be quite expensive, and the
possibility of having to pay these fees should act as a deterrent to parties.[48] Rule 11 also authorizes nonmonetary sanctions,
which seemingly gives the court a great deal of leeway in determining sanctions, many of which may be inconvenient and time
consuming for attorneys, such as community service.[49]

However, even though Rule 11 does have strengths as a mode of enforcing good-faith requirements, it also suffers from several
weaknesses. First, the rule is only appropriate for instances in which a writing is submitted to the court.[50] Essentially, for Rule
11 to be appropriate, a party would have to submit a poorly prepared pre-mediation statement.[51] Rule 11 does not cover
words and actions that take place within the mediation.[52] Second, the Rule’s language “suffices to deter” seems to mean the
least severe punishment possible should be handed down.[53] Attorneys may assume that a court will go easy on them for first
time infractions, and may still fail to participate in good faith. The risk of more severe fines and other punishments would act as
a stronger deterrent from failing to comply with good faith requirements.

The weaknesses of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 as a mode of enforcing good faith participation in mediation can be seen
in a 1986 case from Michigan.[54] In Walters, the plaintiff corporation refused to accept a mediation panel’s nominal
assessment of damages and instead insisted upon the continuation of the case to trial.[55] Before trial, the court granted the
defendant’s motion for involuntary dismissal, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(b).[56] Following the dismissal, the
defendant sought attorneys fees and costs, based upon a local rule.[57]  The court rules in favor of the defendants on the
motion based upon the local rule, and also imposed additional sanctions upon the plaintiffs pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 11.[58] However, the sanctions imposed pursuant to Rule 11 were minimal because the court stated the rule “should
not provide a windfall for those who invoke its sanctions.”[59] The court reasoned that Rule 11 sanctions should not allow for
defendants to profit so greatly considering the amount of work actually done on the case was minimal.[60]

Walters demonstrates the chief weakness of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 as a means of enforcing good faith participation:
minimal sanctions. As the court stated in Walters, Rule 11 is not designed to “impose windfalls” upon offending parties[61], and
therefore, may not act as a strong enough deterrent for parties who consider violating good faith requirements.

Consider what role Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 would play in the aforementioned hypothetical about Prime Utilities v.
Joe’s Plumbing. Attorney Dwyer did not believe the mediation fit into his client’s goals, and as a result, did very little in terms of
preparing for mediation. Part of the preparation Dwyer would have been expected to complete would include drafting a pre-
mediation memorandum that outlined his client’s arguments and supporting case law. This memorandum, though used primarily
to orient the mediator on the parties’ positions, is submitted to the court. Because the statement would contain Dwyer’s
signature and was submitted to the court, Dwyer would be responsible if the court finds fault with the memorandum. Should the
court, on its own initiative find that the memorandum contains insufficient research, the court may deem the memorandum as
“caus[ing] unnecessary delay” and would be justified in issuing sanctions pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11.[62]
However, the poor quality of Dwyer’s pre-mediation memorandum is not the only problem with Dwyer’s participation in the
mediation. Rule 11 does not authorize the court to take steps into investigating attorney’s behavior in various proceedings, but
instead is limited to issues involving motions and memorandum submitted to the court.[63] Therefore, the court would be
unable to look into how Dwyer’s participation in the mediation, let alone sanction Dwyer for his failure to comply with good-faith
requirements. Thus, Rule 11 sanctions have a limited scope and do not always solve issues that occur within mediation
proceedings. Not only does Rule 11 have a limited scope, any sanctions under Rule 11 would be only to “deter” Dwyer from
producing such a poor pre-mediation in the future.[64] Likely such sanctions would not be overly severe, and it would merely a
slap on the wrist for a firm like Swanson & Swanson.

B. Sanctions Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16

Whereas Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 is applicable in situations in which writings are submitted to the court, Rule 16
allows for sanctions in additional situations.[65] Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16 includes a provision detailing possible
sanctions for attorneys who fail to comply with orders during pre-trial conferences and settlements that is as follows:

On motion or on its own, the court may issue any just orders, including those authorized by Rule 37(b)(2)(A)(ii)-(vii), if a party
or its attorney: fails to appear at a scheduling or other pretrial conference; is substantially unprepared to participate–or does
not participate in good faith–in the conference; or fails to obey a scheduling or other pretrial order. Instead of or in addition to
any other sanction, the court must order the party, its attorney, or both to pay the reasonable expenses–including attorney’s
fees–incurred because of any noncompliance with this rule, unless the noncompliance was substantially justified or other
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circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.[66]

Rule 16 is an effective method of enforcing good faith requirements in that it gives the court great discretion in applying
sanctions. The Rule allows for a variety of sanctions, including the attorney’s fees.[67] The breadth of the Rule likely acts a
strong deterrent to parties from not participating in good faith.

However, Rule 16 is not a perfect method for enforcing good faith requirements. Most notably, Federal Rule 16 makes it clear
that failure to comply with good-faith participation can result in sanctions, but it does not clarify how a court can be made aware
of these violations without in turn violating the confidentiality requirements of mediation.[68]

In a 2001 case, the Supreme Court of California was faced with the issue of whether a mediator’s report detailing one parties’
failure to participate in good faith constituted a breach of confidentiality.[69] In Foxgate Homeowners Association v. Bramalea
California, Inc., the parties were ordered to participate in a five-day mediation session for a construction defect action.[70] The
order detailed that the communications of the mediation would be confidential and both parties were required to participate in
good faith.[71] During mediation, counsel for the defendant, Stevenson, was late and brought no experts, causing the mediator
to cancel sessions.[72] Plaintiff’s counsel then filed a motion for sanctions in order to cover the costs of plaintiff counsel’s
preparation for the sessions, expert witness fees, and the mediator’s time.[73] Later the mediator filed a report on Stevenson’s
behavior that specifically detailed Stevenson’s behavior and even went so far as to contain direct quotes from Stevenson during
the mediation.[74] Stevenson and his client objected to this report on the grounds that it violated the confidentiality of the
mediation.[75] The court looked to the language of a California statute which stated:

Neither a mediator nor anyone else may submit to a court or other adjudicative body, and a court or other adjudicative body
may not consider, any report, assessment, evaluation, recommendation, or finding of any kind by the mediator concerning a
mediation conducted by the mediator, other than a report that is mandated by court rule or other law and that states only
whether an agreement was reached, unless all parties to the mediation expressly agree otherwise in writing, or orally in
accordance with Section 1118.[76]

The court recognized that the language of the statute was not created in order to allow for attorneys to escape sanctions for bad
faith, but determined that the language was clear that a mediator was prohibited from revealing any communications that took
place in a mediation.[77]

Based on the holding in Foxgate, in the hypothetical case of Prime Utilities v. Joe’s Plumbing, it is clear that neither Attorney
Wyatt or Mediator Noble will be able to notify the court of Dwyer’s misconduct. According to the Foxgate court, “neither a
mediator nor anyone else may submit to a court… any report” detailing specific instances of speech or conduct within the
mediation without the agreement of all parties to the mediation.[78] Therefore, Rule 16 sanctions would be inappropriate unless
Wyatt and Dwyer agreed to notify the court of Dwyer’s misconduct, which clearly be highly unlikely because Dwyer is unlikely to
bring his own misconduct to the court’s attention. The confidentiality of mediation thereby protects Dwyer’s misconduct and
allows him to escape sanctions.

Even though Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16 authorizes a court to sanction parties who fail to put forth a good faith effort in
mediation, Foxgate demonstrates that it is difficult for a court to be made aware of a parties’ conducts without sacrificing the
confidentiality of mediation.

C. State and Federal Legislation

Numerous states have recognized the importance of enforcing good faith requirements in court-mandated mediation and have
thus enacted statutes imposing upon all parties to act in good faith.[79]

Many states have statutes relating to mediation requirements, and often include good faith requirements.[80] However, each
state possesses a different statute with different levels of requirements, and sometimes the requirements do not amount to
much. In Florida, for example, the statute pertaining to mediation allows for sanctions only if a party fails to appear for a
scheduled mediation.[81] In Avril, a mediation was scheduled for the parties involved in an automobile accident, and although
the defendants appeared at the mediation, they were unwilling to offer anything more than a nominal settlement.[82]
Defendants contended that they were unwilling to offer a higher amount because they had not yet had time to conduct
discovery.[83] Plaintiffs moved for sanctions, arguing that such behavior constituted bad faith.[84] The trial court agreed with
the plaintiffs, but on appeal, the court reversed in favor of the defendants.[85] The court found that the Florida Rules of Civil
Procedure allowed for sanctions only for failure to attend mediation or violation of a mediation agreement.[86] The court noted
that defendant’s refusal to settle was not evidence of bad faith, and was not grounds for sanction under Florida law.[87]

Turning away from state statutes and focusing now on federal statutes, one of the most notable is a federal statute holding
counsel liable for excessive costs that reads:
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Any attorney or other person admitted to conduct cases in any court of the United States or any Territory thereof who so
multiplies the proceedings in any case unreasonably and vexatiously [sic] may be required by the court to satisfy personally the
excess costs, expenses, and attorneys’ fees reasonably incurred because of such conduct.[88]

In 2010, a New York Bankruptcy Court utilized 28 U.S.C. § 1927 to deal with a situation in which a creditor refused to
participate in a mediation.[89] In Reynolds, Wells Fargo and a debtor were ordered to attend a mediation in order “to attempt
to resolve disputes by and between [them].”[90] Following the mediation, the court was notified by the mediator’s report that
one party had failed to participate in good faith, which included a laundry list of wrongdoings that stated in part: “[the creditor]
attended the mediations prepared only to repeat a pre-conceived mantra that indicated that Wells Fargo was not open to any
compromise that would involve taking a single dollar out of their pocket” and “Wells Fargo’s only offer came after the hearing in
which the Court stated the consequences of bad faith, and such offer was unacceptable to the other parties.”[91] The court
described that it had power pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1927 to impose sanctions should it find that a party acted vexatiously to
compound the proceedings.[92] In examining the alleged bad faith, the bankruptcy court focused upon the fact that even
though the creditor attended the mediation, his lack of “active participation” did not satisfy the requirement to participate in
good faith.[93] Additionally, the court noted that other factors affected its decision, including Wells Fargo resistance to filing a
pre-mediation memorandum and the creditor’s authority to settle only up to a certain amount.[94]

Based upon the holding described above in Reynolds, it seems that 28 U.S.C. § 1927 acts a strong and useful tool for courts to
enforce good faith requirements in court-mandated mediation. However, this is not actually so, as Reynolds was ultimately
reversed.[95] On appeal, the district court focused heavily upon the bankruptcy court’s argument that the creditor’s limited
settlement authority amounted to bad faith and ultimately held that the bankruptcy court abused its discretion.[96] The district
court reasoned that because the mediation order only required the attendance of an individual who had settlement authority,
Wells Fargo did not act in bad faith “by sending a person with authority to settle for the anticipated amount in controversy and
who is prepared to negotiate all issues that can be reasonably expected to arise.”[97] Additionally, the district court voiced its
concern that the bankruptcy court’s analysis may have extended too far when it analyzed the creditor’s alleged lack of active
participation.[98] According to the district court, “confidentiality considerations preclude a court from inquiring into the level of
a party’s participation in mandatory court-ordered mediation, i.e., the extent to which a party discusses the issues, listens to
opposing viewpoints and analyzes its liability.”[99]

In evaluating the above-mentioned statute and federal statutes that mandate good faith participating in mediation, it is clear
that there is a great deal of variety in the statutes. The first statute examined, the Florida statute, as described and applied in
Avril, lacks teeth. The statute is narrow, and seems to require only the most minimal participation to avoid sanctions.[100]
Contrastingly, the federal statute described, 28 U.S.C. § 1927, is much broader. However, the statute’s breadth may be an
issue in that it does not clearly define what conduct is actionable, and thus allows for a mediation’s confidentiality concerns to
overshadow it.[101]

If the hypothetical case of Prime Utilities v. Joe’s Plumbing were to take place in a district that had a state mediation statute
similar to that in Avril, Attorney Dwyer’s behavior would go unpunished.[102] Even though Dwyer did not brief himself on the
facts of the case or the applicable law, his presence at the mediation alone would protect him from sanctions under a statute
similar to that in Avril.[103] Changing the facts slightly, if the hypothetical were to take place in a district that adopted a statute
similar to 28 U.S.C. § 1927, Attorney Dwyer’s conduct may be grounds for sanctions. Perhaps the only weakness of 28 U.S.C. §
1927 is that it does not clearly define what constitutes “unreasonable” or “vexatious” behavior. Through some argument,
Attorney Dwyer may be able to escape sanctions by claiming that his failure to prepare a proper pre-mediation statement and
bring witnesses does not constitute “unreasonable” or “vexatious behavior” as the statute requires. However, as shown in
Reynolds, such an outcome will be heavily dependent on whether a court views 28 U.S.C. § 1927 to authorize them to
investigate activity that would otherwise be protected by a mediation’s confidentiality.[104]

Ultimately, when it comes to state and federal statutes that enforce good faith participation in mediation there seem to be two
key shortcomings. First, there is a wide discrepancy amongst the statutes in what constitutes behavior that rises to the level of
sanctions. In jurisdictions like those in Avril, an attorney’s conduct must rise to a high level of bad faith before a court is willing
to impose sanctions. Conversely, other state statutes have a much lower threshold, such as the federal statute examined above,
requiring only “vexatious” conduct that impedes the progress of mediation.[105] Such discrepancy may create confusion as to
what behavior is acceptable, especially in the case of visiting attorneys. Second, some statutes, like 28 U.S.C. § 1927, lack
clarity in defining what behavior can be sanctioned. Good faith is not defined in any of the statutes, and even though attorneys
may have an opinion of what constitutes good and bad faith, opinions may differ thereby creating controversy and confusion.
Good faith participation is a key component in creating a successful mediation, and statutes that enforce such participation need
to be both consistent and clear.

V. A Proposal to Enforce Good-Faith Requirements: Attorney Disqualification
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As this article has discussed up unto this point, there are a variety of remedies available to enforce good faith participation in 
court-mandated mediation, but all the options have serious drawbacks.[106] Because good-faith participation is a major 
component in having a successful mediation, requirements dictating good faith must be stringently enforced. This section will 
describe the attorney disqualification proposal, will then consider the strengths and weaknesses of this approach, and will 
conclude with an application of the proposed method to the motivating hypothetical case between Prime Utilities and Joe’s 
Plumbing.

A. The Method: Disqualification for Failure to Comply with Good Faith Requirement

Though Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 11 and 16 both act as a means for a court to punish parties who fail to comply with 
good faith requirements in court-mandated mediations, the Rules have shortcomings.[107] Namely, Rule 11 is designed to be 
as lenient as possible with language like “must be limited to what suffices to deter repetition of the conduct.”[108] Perhaps Rule 
11 is not nearly as threatening to attorneys in order to deter misconduct and bad faith in mediations. Likewise, Rule 16 falls 
short in that it is unclear how a court is to be notified that Rule 16 sanctions are necessary and proper without violating 
mediation’s confidentiality.[109] Additionally, state and federal statutes are available as options for enforcing good faith 
participation, but they too have weaknesses.[110] Therefore, any proposed method for enforcing good-faith requirements in 
court-mandated mediations should have two goals: (1) be a strong deterrent and (2) be clear on how a court should be notified 
of potential misconduct, while also protecting confidentiality as much as possible.

Courts that view failures to comply with good-faith requirement as a serious threat to the integrity of court-mandated mediation 
can institute a stricter form of sanctions than those available under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure because courts possess 
“an inherent power to regulate the practice before it and protect the integrity of its proceedings.”[111] The attorney 
disqualification method is a means for enforcing good faith participation in court-mandated mediation and is as follows: When 
parties are notified that their case has been recommended for mediation, it shall also be noted that attorneys and clients alike 
are required to participate in good-faith. In order to avoid confusion, courts should define good faith for purposes of mediation. 
Additionally, parties will be warned that a failure to comply with the good faith requirements will result in disqualification for the 
offending party’s attorney for the remainder of the case. The notice shall also contain a procedure for parties to notify the court 
via motion in the case of opposing counsel’s misconduct. These procedures will strive to maintain the confidentiality of the vast 
majority of the mediation’s proceedings, and will indicate that only statements or conduct made in bad faith shall be reported.

Should an attorney feel that opposing counsel has failed to comply with the mediation’s good faith requirements, the attorney 
shall submit a motion to the court within 30 days of the mediation. Upon receipt of the motion, the court will notify both parties 
that attorney conduct is under review. Such notification will act as the beginning of a 14-day window in which the attorney 
under review has an opportunity to submit a motion in opposition. After the 14-day time period has expired, the court will have 
30 days in which to rule upon the motion.

The court’s ruling on the motions will indicate whether the attorney failed to comply with the good faith requirement. If the 
court finds that the attorney under review appears to have complied with the requirement, the case will continue as normal. 
However, if the court finds that the attorney under review has failed to comply with the good faith requirement, the court will 
disqualify the attorney and the attorney’s firm from further representation in the case. The disqualification will not disqualify the 
attorney from collecting fees owed to him for hours spent working on the case up unto this point. The case will be stayed until 
the client can find new representation.

The following figure demonstrates what it would look like if a court were to adopt the attorney disqualification method for 
enforcing good faith participation in court-mandated mediations. The figure is rough representation for how a mediation notice 
would look, and how the court would address issues of confidentiality, good faith participation, and possible sanctions for parties 
who fail to comply with the good faith requirements.
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B. The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Disqualification Method

The benefits of the attorney disqualification method are multiple: (1) attorney disqualification is a strong incentive for parties to
act in good faith; (2) a structured method for notifying the courts of misconduct makes it clear how parties can obtain sanctions
while also preserving the confidentiality of the mediation as much as possible; (3) and the opportunity for courts to clearly
define “good faith” will clarify for all parties what conduct is acceptable.

The threat of being unable to see a case through from beginning to completion will likely be at the forefront of attorney’s minds
as they prepare for mediation. Because the consequences of failing to comply with good faith requirements are so strong, the
attorney has a strong incentive to both prepare for mediation adequately and to participate in the actual mediation proceedings
by offering valid arguments, considering settlement offers, and bringing witnesses as necessary.

The structured method for notifying courts is a huge strength of this method, as the previously available modes of sanctions are
unclear on how to notify a court.[112] Each court will be able to tailor its instructions for filing a motion for failure to comply
with good faith requirements so that only necessary pertinent to bad faith is provided, while the rest of the statements and
conduct can enjoy the protection of the mediation’s confidentiality.

Figure 1:
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Finally, because the mediation notice prepared by the court will include the court’s definition of “good faith”, a great deal of
confusion will be cleared up, and attorneys will have a better idea of what conduct is acceptable in mediation.

This method, admittedly, is not without fault. The drawbacks of the attorney disqualification method include: (1) severity may
act as a deterrent for future parties to willingly enter into mediation; (2) absolute confidentiality is not maintained; and (3)
unfairness to the client.

Though one of the method’s strengths is that it is a strong incentive for parties to comply, the severity of punishment may act
as a deterrent for parties to use mediation as a form of dispute resolution at all. However, this negative is somewhat alleviated
because this method is proposed for only in the context of court-mandated mediation, not necessarily all forms of mediation.

Next, this method does sacrifice the ultimate confidentiality of mediation. Though it strives to protect the majority of statements
and conduct made during mediation proceedings, it still does not keep everything confidential. However, proponents of this
method would argue that the desire to maintain confidentiality of all mediation statements and conduct may in fact act as an
incentive for parties to comply with good-faith requirements.

Finally, a possible weakness of the attorney disqualification method may be that it is unfair to the client. Though the attorney is
forced to live with the consequences for failing to comply with good faith requirements, the client also must face hardship.
Because the client’s representation has been disqualified, the client is left scrambling to look for new representation and
continue the case.

C. Applying the Disqualification Method to the Hypothetical Case

Applying this proposed method to the aforementioned hypothetical mediation between Prime Utilities and Joe’s Plumbing will
help illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the approach. Joe’s Plumbing has clearly invested a great deal into the
mediation, both financially and emotionally. Joe Martin’s retention of an Attorney Wyatt will cost the company significant
money, and Joe’s Plumbing’s high hopes for the mediation resulting in a settlement have likely weighed heavily upon Martin’s
emotions. Contrastingly, Prime Utilities’ counsel’s has not invested much time in preparing for the mediation, and displayed
generally uncooperative behavior during the proceedings. Because of the disparity in preparation and as well as the emotional
toll of the unsuccessful mediation, Martin will ask his attorney to draft a motion to the court for sanctions against Attorney
Dwyer for a failure to comply with the court’s mediation procedures.

The first step under the proposed method is for Wyatt to prepare a motion to be submitted to the courts. Wyatt’s motion should
analyze the standard of good faith described by the court in the mediation notification, and then analyze specific instances of
Attorney Dwyer’s conduct that fell short of the requirements. In writing the motion, Wyatt must be careful to include only
statements and conduct that demonstrate bad faith, and to avoid disclosing irrelevant information that is otherwise protected by
the confidentiality of mediation. Second, the motion will be submitted to the court, but will be filed confidentially, so as to
continue to protect the mediation’s confidentiality. Third, the presiding judge, upon receiving the motion, will submit a brief
notification to both parties, which will put Dwyer on notice that his behavior in mediation is under review to determine whether
it fell short of the good faith requirement. This notification will begin the 14-day window in which Attorney Dwyer may submit
his opposition to the motion. Fourth, the presiding judge will rule on the motion within 30 days of the receipt of Attorney
Dwyer’s opposition to the motion, at which point, she will notify both parties of her ruling.

Based on the facts of mediation, the judge will indicate in her ruling that she has found Dwyer’s conduct fell below the good
faith standard after analyzing the facts provided by both parties in their motions. The judge will focus on Dwyer’s admission of
having done very little case law research, his unfamiliarity with the facts of the cases, and his failure to bring any witnesses to
mediation, despite said witnesses being critical to having a successful mediation. The judge will likely note that Dwyer’s refusal
to entertain settlement offers alone was not conclusive evidence of bad faith, but combined with the aforementioned factors,
contributed to the finding that Dwyer conducted himself in bad faith. Finally, the judge will include in her ruling on the motion
an order that disqualifies plaintiff Prime Utilities’ current counsel, Swanson & Swanson. The case between Prime Utilities and
Joe’s Plumbing would be stayed until Prime Utilities retains new counsel.

VI. Conclusion

Mediation is an attractive option both for the parties and for the courts. Mediation allows for parties to settle more quickly than
adjudication by trial would allow, and allows for parties to be actively involved in negotiating a favorable result.[113]
Additionally, mediation often allows for the preservation of relationships, both business and personal, which might otherwise be
damaged by the adversarial nature of trial.[114] Mediation is beneficial to courts and judges, which are often weighed down by
large dockets. Mediation allows for the docket to be cleared up more quickly while also preserving judicial resources.[115]

Because mediation is attractive to clients and courts alike, court-mandated mediation is becoming more common. Court-
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mandated mediation’s success rides heavily upon the good faith participation of all parties, and currently there are few remedies
available for parties whose adversaries fail to comply with good faith requirements. Though Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 11
and 16 are options, neither is perfect. Rule 11 applies only to written motions or memoranda.[116] Therefore Rule 11 is
applicable only in situations in which a lack of good faith is apparent in the preparation of pre-mediation memoranda. Rule 11 is
not applicable for conduct, either verbal or physical, within the actual mediation. Rule 16, on the other hand, allows for a variety
of sanctions, including attorney’s fees, for a failure to act in good faith in pretrial conferences and settlement discussions.[117]
However, Rule 16 falls short in that it is unclear how an attorney is supposed to notify a court for a violation and how such
notification would affect the confidentiality of mediation.

In an effort to ameliorate the current lack of sanctions for a failure to comply with good faith requirements in a court-mandated
mediation, the attorney disqualification method has been proposed. The method can be quickly summarized in that it allows for
courts to specifically indicate a good faith requirement, define what constitutes good faith, and specify a procedure for notifying
the court for an attorney’s failure to comply. If the court finds that an attorney has in fact failed to comply, the court will
disqualify the attorney and his firm from participating in the case any further.

Attorney disqualification has more teeth than either Rule 11 or 16 because it not only imposes monetary sanctions, but involves
the removal of the offending attorney from the case. Additionally, the procedure associated with the disqualification method
allows for courts to clarify what constitutes good faith and to specify a procedure for notifying a court of an attorney’s failure to
act in good faith. This clarity accomplishes two goals: removes confusion and protects confidentiality. Without a clear definition
of good faith, attorneys may be confused as to whether opposing counsel is acting in good faith, and such confusion could
inhibit settlement talks. The defined procedure protects the mediation’s confidentiality in that it requires disclosures relating
only to misbehavior, and maintains confidentiality over the rest of the statements and conduct made during mediation.

There is no denying that the attorney disqualification method is extreme: it involves extensive involvement by the courts to
create mediation notifications that include the necessary definitions and procedures and severe consequences for attorneys who
fail to comply with the good faith requirements. However, because good faith participation is so intrinsic to mediation’s success,
it is essential that behavior that qualifies as bad faith is punished so that the parties involved do not suffer and court-mandated
mediations can remain a successful alternative to trial adjudication.
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VOLUME 12, ISSUE 1: EDITOR'S CORNER

Welcome to the 2013-2014 Mayhew-Hite Report.  My name is Brodi Conover and I am the new editor of the Report.  I am third-
year Juris Doctor Candidate at the Moritz College of Law here at The Ohio State University.

For those of you who are new to the Report, it is an online publication created by the dedicated staff and supporters of the
Journal on Dispute Resolution here at the Moritz College of Law.  A typical issue consists of a lead article, summaries of a recent
legal decision or a recent scholarly article involving ADR issues, a “Student Spotlight” section featuring a piece of writing from a
current Moritz J.D. Candidate, and a “Headline News” section highlighting significant happenings in and around the Moritz ADR
community.

This issue of the Mayhew-Hite Report will focus on the Dispute Resolution program and the students who partake in the
program at Mortiz.  Consistently ranked as one of the best ADR programs in the country, the Moritz Dispute Resolution program
is composed of bright and competent students who are members of the Journal on Dispute Resolution, students in dispute
resolution courses taught by leaders in the field, and students working towards their certificate in ADR through practical work in
the legal community.

I will leave you with the reminder that the Report always welcomes feedback and suggestions for improvement.  If you, the
reader, have a topic, article, or case that you would like to see included in a future issue, please email me.  Additionally, if you
would like to submit a paper for the Lead Article feature, please contact me to discuss that opportunity.

Thank you for reading.

Brodi J. Conover
Editor
conover.38@osu.edu
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